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PART - I     flple of fertiliser in National economy. 

1 * The Indian fertiliser scene has been under- 

going rapid changes since I951  with regard to both 

consumption and production.      The total consumption 

which was a mere 66,000 tonnes of fertjTiser nutri- 

ents in I951 increased to over 1+.3 million tonnes 

in 1977-78 and is  expected to cross h.7 million 

tonnes during the current year. 

2. Judging from the more recent trend of consum- 

ption, particularly since 1975-76 ( the increase 

was about 1BJS in 1976 and 26$ in 1977), it may be 

appropriate to say that India has reached th« 

take off stage in fertiliser consumption with more 

and more farmers adopting improved agricultural 

technology.      According to present expectations 

consumption may increase to nearly 7 million tonnes 

by I98I  and 10 million tonnes by 1985. 

3. On the production front,  the quantity of 

fertiliser nutrient produced in the country hat 

increased from as low as 39 thousand tonnes in 

1951  to over 2.6 million tonnts in 1977.     With an 

_jfe 
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installed capacity of a little more than 5*5 million 

tonnes,  the production during current year,  it is 

anticipated, will be of the order of 3 million 

tonnes.    The installed capacity is expected to in- 

crease to 6.8 million tonnes by 1980 and 9.1  million 

tonnes by 1983 and the likely production to h.$ mil» 

lion  tonnes and 6.6 million tonnes respectively. 

In Table 1 are given details with regard to changes 

in consumption and production over the years  as 

al3o  the likely future increase«. 

Level of use: 

if. Inspite of recent increases in consusiption, 

the level of fertiliser use in India is still much 

less   than in many other countries including several 

ones in Asia.      In the year 1975-76, for which 

comparable data are available for different 

countries, the level of consumption was only 

16.5 Kgs. per hectare in India compared to 35B Kge. 

in Republic of Korea, 319 Kgs. in Japan, **8 Kgs. 

in China and 28 Kgs. in Pakistan.    The relative 

position among these countries may not have changed 

much since then as overall increase in fertiliser 

consumption has been taking place in most of the 

countries more or less in a similar manner sinos 

.> 
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1975-76,    The present level of use is only about 

25 Kgs. of nutrients per hectare, 07.2 of N, 

5.1 of P20^ and 3.0 K20).     Compared to thia even 

the average per hectare consumption for Asia as a 

whole is appreciably more (33.h Kg. in 1975-76). 

5. There are quite a few States in India where 

the level of consumption is far too low, 1.1  Kg. 

in Nagaland, 1.3 Kg. in Assam,  5*5 Kg. in Raj as than 

and 6.if Kg. in Madhya Pradesh.      The highest level 

of consumption is in Punjab 61.6 Kg. which also Is 

not appreciable compared to SODS of the countries 

mentioned above. 

6. Another area of needing concern la the rela- 

tively low NPK ratio in India.      The present NPK 

ratio is 5.8(1.7:1.      This is against the general 

recommendation of Ifs2s1  for most of the crops. 

There 1   .   therefore need for not only increase in 

the overall level of consumption but also in corre- 

cting the present imbalance which would mean pro- 

portionately more use of P2O5 and K20. 

7. Improvement of agriculture is vital to 

India's economy.   In.1966, nearly 66 per oent of the 

population was dependent on agriculture for their 

J 
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living and WO per cent of the GNP came from this 

sector.    India has a total geographical area of 

323.8 million hectares.    Of this a little over 1WO 

million hectares is either under forests or not 

available for cultivation.      There is very little 

scope for extending the cultivation.      Only about 

16 million hectares is under cultivatable waste, 

most of wliich is sub-marginal or is in inaccessible 

areas. 

8. Land i3 one of the most exploited resource! 

in India.    Per person the cultivable area works out 

to only O.25 hectares which is much less than for 

many other countries.     A comparative picture of 

the per capita cultivable land in some of the 

developad and dovloping countries is given in 

Table 2. 

9. In large parts of the country there is no 

assured rainfall.      Only on about 28JÉ of area the 

rain-fall is more than 1,250 mm in a year.     On 30 

per cent of the area the rainfall is even less than 

750 ram under conditions of which it is difficult 

to grow any crop.    Besides,  even in areas where 

rainfall is hi2h,  the distribution is not even. 

Most of the precipitation is concentrated in the 

monsoon season between May and August.     Even 

during the uonsoon chere are spells of dry season 
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which affect the crop adversely. 

10. Only about 28 per cent of the total cropped 

area is irrigated.      Even of this,   substantial pro- 

portion is  seasonal and supplementary,  as  a result 

of which most of the agricultural area is    culti- 

vated once a year.      In 1975-76 only 20 per cent 

of are^ cropped was sovn more than once. 

11. Another evil which afflict Indian agriculture 

is  the very small size  of hoi din.",.      According  to 

statistics  as much as  99 per cent of the  agricul- 

tural holdings  covering over 91* per cent of the 

area   are in sizes of less  than 20 hectares.      Ás 

many as 50.6 per cent of the holdings are in size 

of less   than 1   hectare  and 33 per cent of less 

than 0.5 hectare.    This makes  cultivation uneco- 

nomic on a substantial proportion of the area. 

12. The land productivity in India is also low 

compared to other countries.      For example, the 

average yield of rice in India is only 1.8 tonne 

per hectare compared to 3.3 in China, 2.3 in Pakistan 

and Viet Nam   *nd 1.9 ifl  Sri Lanka and Nepal. 

Similarly,   the yield oí  wheat in India is  only 
th» 

1.1+ tonne per hectare compared to U.3 in/U. K., 

2.1 in USA, 2.5 in Egypt, 3.9 in France and 2.7 in 

«fe 
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Italy.    The yield of other crops is also not 

substantial.      In table 3 is given a comparative 

picture of the yield of important crops in India 

vis-a-vis some of tho other Asian countries. 

13.        Since the land available for cultivation 

is limited! much of the development has  to come 

through intensive cultivation.      There are several 

measures taken towards this like irrigation 

high yielding Variety programme etc.      According 

to the 6th Five Year Flan the irrigated area is 

to expand from the present level of U8A million 

hectare to 63.h million hectare by 1982.      Special 

developmental programmes have been taken up with 

regnrd to mora important of the crops like wheat, 

rice, maize,  Jc-war and bajra.     Already 37 million 

hectares are under these c rops and are having 

high yielding variety programmes.      In the HYP areas 

particular attention is paid to practices involving 

the use of fertiliser, insecticides etc.        The 

details of the HYV programmes and targets kept 

under the current Five Year Plan are as given in 

table W. 

FOOD GRAINS POSITION; 

1M-.       Traditionally, India has been deficit in 

foodgrains.    Uptill I935 most of its deficits were 
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being met from Burma which was then part of India 

and had surplus food production.      However, with 

the separation of Burma,  the situation became 

acute.    Quite often,  the land was afflicted with 

famine on account of drought or flood in various 

parts of the country.      With improvement in drai- 

nage facilities and bunding of some of the rivers 

the floods are now not so frequent.        However, 

due to dependence on monsoon    the frequency of 

droughts continues unabated. Nevertheless, beocuse 

of the various measures taken for improving agri- 

culture since 1975 there has been appreciable 

increase in domestic foodgrains production, so 

much so,  that the country has now a buffer stock 

of nearly 22 million tonnes which is nearly one- 

fifth of the annual requirements. 

If.       However, with a growth rate of nearly 2.5 

per cent in India's population, it is necessary 

that the agriculture of the country should also 

keep pace. 

16.        There is also the backlog of consumption 

among    India's present population, nearly, 20 per 

cent of which is living below the poverty line. 

Unless substantial increase takes place in agri- 

cultural production,   it may be difficult for this 
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group to raise their consumption to the minimum 

nutrition? level.        Thus, both for meeting the 

increased population and also the backlog in con- 

sumption,  it is necessary that India's agriculure 

production should increase substantially.      It is 

in this context that the future fertiliser progra- 

mme in the country has to be viewed. 

SOILS AMD FERTILISER BE COMMENDATIONS 

17«        The use of agricultural inputs like chemical 

fertilisers, seeds etc. depends upon the economics 

of their application.    Quite often the economics 

of the use of fertilisers is a function of also 

other factors such as: 

- soil fertility 

- variety of seeds used 

- management in agriculture particularly 
irrigation and water management. 

- climatic conditions 

- price of the input 

- price of the output 

18.        The soils of Inaia h?ve been fairly well 

mapped.      According to the Indian classification 

there are 26 different type«      of soils distributed 
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ovor the country.   The predominant among these are 

• lluvial    soils,  Medium Black soils,  Red and Yellow, 

red sandy and red loam.      In general the soils of 

India are low in organic matter.      A detailed cla- 

ssification of soils showing the extent of their 

occurence in different States is given in table 5. 

19. In India fertiliser recommendations are made 

by the concerned State Governments on the basis of 

soil tests undertaken.      These recommendations are 

general and are not specific to any particular 

farmer's field.      Some of thü manufacturers help 

the farmers by analysing soils and giving specific 

recommendations.    By and large, however,  most of 

the farmers      follow the State level recommendations 

for different crops.      The summary of the recom- 

mendations for important crops   in different States 

is presented in Table 6. 

20. For high yielding variety of paddy the 

recommendations  of Nitrogen vary from WO Kg. per 

hectare in Assam to 136 Kg. in Andhra Pradesh,  for 

high yielding variety of wheat the dose varies  from 

90 Kg. in the State of U.P. to 1W) K3.      in fedhya 

Pradesh.      Similar variations alio are found in 

the case of Baj.-a, Jowar and Maize.     For sugarcane 
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the recommended level of application is much higher 

than that for other crops.    It varies from I50 Kg. 

of N in Madhya Pradesh to as high as 1+00 Kg in 

Maharashtra. 

21. There is also variation in the case of PÄ 

recommendations.    For paddy the recommendations of 

P2°5 vary from 20 Kg. per hectare in Assam to 

80 Kg. in Madhya Pradesh.      For hi^h yielding 

variety of wheat the variation is from \5 Kg. in 

Ü.P to 62 Kg. in Punjab.      Most of the soils in 

India are relatively rich in Potash.      Maximum 

recommended dose in the case of Potash is 175 Kg. on 

Sugarcane in Maharashtra followed by 112 K?> per 

hectare in Kamataka.     Among the other relatively 

high potash consuming crops are Cotton in Andhra 

Pradesh and wheat in Punjab and Haryana. 

CROP RESPONSE, TO FERTILISER USE 

22. Extensive laboratory and field research hai 

been done over the year to assess the responses 

te various levels of fertilisers use and fix 

yardsticks for additional production.     The research 

work covers all the important crops and agricultural 

belts of the country.      The Indian Council of 

Agricultural Research (ICAR) hai conducted fertiliser 
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trials on cultivators field in a large number of 

districts of the country.      The varieties of 

different crops covered include high yielding paddy 

(like IR-8 and TN-1 wheat (S-227 - Kalyansona   and 

S-3O8 Sonalika of maize (Ganga), Jovar CHS-1 and 

Bajra (HB-1, HB-3). 

23.        Large variations have been found in the 

response to fertiliser use on various crops« 

For example, in the case of hif.h yielding variety 

paddy, the additional yield per tonne of nitrogen 

applied at the level of 60 Kg. per hectare varied 

from 7.5 tonnes in M.P. to 15«9 tonnes in West 

Bengal.    The variations are quite large at the 

higher level of application (120 Kg, per hectare)» 

The additional yield at this level varied fron 

7*9 tonnes per tonnt in Kamataka to 12.8 tonnes 

in Tamil Nadu.      under unirrigated conditions, the 

additional yield variée from tf,5 tonnes per tonne 

in Mahmrashtra to 6.8 tonnes   in Kerala.     For 

locally Improved tall varieties, the additional 

yield of paddy varied from 8.*+ tonnes in M.P. to 

15»9 tonnes in Haryana at 60 Kg. nitrogen per hectare 

level.    In unirrigated areas of Maharashtra ( for 

which the results are available),  the additional 

yield is about 2*5 tonnes per tonne of nitrogen 

applied. 

J 
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2^.        The response to phosphatic fertiliser! varied 

even more.    For IR-8 variety of paddy, under irri- 

gated conditions at 30 K¿.      P20j per hectare level 

of application, the additional yield was about 21 

tonnes per tonne cf P2O5 applied.    For higher level 

of application (60 Kg. P2O5) the additional yield 

wr\s 13—1 *+ tonnes.      These  results refer to Karnataka 

and M.P. where the P20^ status of the soil is low. 

However,  the reason  for the hi,;her response cannot 

be ascribed to this fact alone.    For instance in 

Andhra Pradesh, where P2O5 status of the soil 

was low the response to P2O5 was comparatively much 

less which may be due to possible limitations of 

other nutrients.     Similarly, in Tamil Nadu, where 

the P2O5   status of the soil is medium,  the addi- 

tional yield was 21   tonnes  for per tonne of P2O5 

applied. 

Under unirrigated conditions, the response 

to P2OÇ was low varying from 3.7 tonnes in Maha- 

rashtra to   to 7.2 tonnes in Kerala.    For locally 

improved tall varieties the response to P2O5 varied 

from 21  tonnes in Karnataka and M.P to about 

8.Ç tonnes in other areas. 
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25«        The yardsticks of additional production from 

K2O varied from 1   to 7 tonnes per tonne of K2O 

applied respectively in the case of Haryana and 

Bihar,  the average being k,8 tonnes under irrigated 

conditions.      Under unirrigated conditions, it 

variad from 3«5 tonnes in Kerala to 5*3 tonnes in 

Maharashtra.    Tho avera .0 over various states 

worked out to h.h tonnes.      There vas not much of 

variation in response between hi3h yielding 

varieties  and locally improved tall varieties. 

In the case of locally inproved tall varieties, 

the additional production on an average was h,B 

tonnes. 

26. The average responses for paddy and wheat 

worked out on the basis of these data are given 

in table 7. 

PBJCE CHANGES» 

27. Between 1971-72 to 197^75 there was a steady 

increase in the price per unit nutrient for all 

the three types of fertilisers namely Nitrogen, 

Phosphorous and Potash (table 8).      The price 

increase in I97W was quite substantial.     Por H 

(based on urea ) the increase was almost 100*J fresi 

2.28 to Rs.M-.35 per Kg.       For ?2°5   the inoreaae 

__^ 
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was  (based on SSP)    from Rs.3.02 to Rs.5.83 and ( 

(btsod on complex)  from RsA.7 to Rs.8.3^   and 

for K20 from Rs.1.12 tp Rs.2,03.      Lator from March, 

1976 there was a raduction in the price of various 

nutrients. 

28. During this period, however,  the procurement 

prices of agricultural produces, both paddy and wheat 

did not show any substantial increase.     In the 

case of paddy the increase was from 53 paise in 

1971-72 to 77 pai3e in 1977 and for vheat   from 

76 paise to Rs.1.10 in 1977.     As a result the 

farmers had to pay in terms of his produce more 

between 1971-72 and 1977.      These details are given 

in tabls 8.      The cost benefit ratio thus has not 

been favourable to farmers. 

¡garaipUTIpN M, MARKETING 

29. In India distribution and marketing of 

fertilisers is the responsibility of manufacturers. 

This howover, is coordinated to 0. certain extent 

by the Government of India.     The role of the 

Government is necessitated on account of the faot 

that oven now the ontire requirement of fertiliser! 

in the country is not met out of indigenous 

production.     Naturally, each manufacturer would 

j 
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prefer to sell his products in areas near to the 

centres of production.    This may create a situation 

wherein there can be excess  availability of ferti- 

liser products in certain areas :;hile in certain 

others there may be dearth.      Another reason is 

that the imports of fertilisers is  the responsibi- 

lity of the Governn^nt of India.      It may not always 

be possible to time the imports according to the 

seasonal requirements  in different States*      There- 

fore,  the approach is  that none of the States 

should be  totally dependent on imports or on one 

single manufacturer.     This takes care of possible 

failures  either in imports or doemstic production. 

At the be ninnine oí  each season conferences   .  of 

the representatives of the State Governments and 

of manufacturers are called by the Government of 

India, Ministry of Agriculture, one for each cone« 

At these Zonal Conferences the requirement and 

supply pattern in different States are finalised. 

Once these requirements are finalised orders 

are issued by the Government of India under 

Essential Commodities Art specifying the quanti- 

ties each manufacturer has to supply to different 

states. 
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30.        Each manufacturer has  his own system of 

marketing    Fertilisers  are manufactured in tho 

public sector, private  sector and in the cooperative 

sector.    In the private  sector while some of the 

manufacturers have a system of solo selling 

agencies some other distribute through wholesalers 

and retailors.    In the public sector,  the distri- 

bution is  throuh both private and coorerative 

dealers.       The only nanufacturer in  the cooperative 

sector is  IFFCO which distributes fertilisers through 

apex level cooperative  societies in different States 

who are all shareholders in  their business. 

SALE OUTLETS 

31.        Accordine to the statistics,  in 1977-78 there 

were over 50*000 sales points in the cooperative 

sector and nearly 58,000 sales points in  the private 

sector.      The number of sales points has been 

increasing over the years.      For instance in 

1969  the number was nearly 33,000    in cooperative 

sector and 35,000 in private sector.      The increase 

has been moie marked in  the private sector compared 

to cooperative sector (table9).     The total number 

of «ales points is quite inadequate considering the 

rnmber of asricultural holdings that we have now. 

According to agriculture census 1970-71,  the 
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total number of agriculture holdings in the country 

was over 17A million.        For these I7A million 

holdings we have only 96,000 sales points making 

tho avera^u of only one outlet por 733 holdings 

which is  quite inadequate.      This is one area which 

needs attention.     Already some efforts are being 

made to increase the number of sales points in 

the country.    Particular mention may be made of U.P. 

where thcro has been substantial increase in 

sales  points durine thj last two years. 

32. Fertiliser prices  are  fixed in respect 

of straightritrogenous  fertilisers  at the farm 

level by the Government of India.      Even in the 

case of complex and other phosphatic fertiliser» 

tho Government controls  the prices indirectly In 

that the manufacturers will be entitled to the 

allowable subsidy on P20c content only if the price 

for the product is fixed in consultation with 

the Government. 

33«        Dealers are allowed margin over vari oui 

products to cover their cost of distribution inclu- 

ding such items as overhead»,  storan© charges, 

interest on capital short distance haulages and 

handling charges. 

$h.       Normally tha dealership pointi are in 

^Ji 
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market towns  and sometimes in rural areas.      The 

cooperatives are more distributed into the interior, 

aa these are village level societies manned by 

representatives of farmers from each of the 

villages. 

35»        Mostly private trade is concentrated in 

market towns or in areas near to railway stations. 

Concentration of dealership points in market 

towns is not very advantageous for increasing the 

use of fertilisers among farmers as market towns 

are generally few and far apart.    Normally carrying 

cost from market towns to interior points of 

consumption is nocessary and this is not met 

either by the manufacturer or the distributor. 

The distributor's margin does not provida for 

coveiing such costs.     This is a serious hindranoe 

in the development of fertiliser consuaption in 

interior areas. 

ORGANIC F5RTI LI SERS/ COMPOST OF F|Bfl W. 

36.       Main source of nitrogen in the soil is 

organic matter.      The decomposition of the organic 

matter to a cor tain extent meets nitrogen needs 

of the plant but gradually the organic natter gets 

depleted.     Ir India because of the mostly tropical 

J 
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and   sub-tropical climatic conditions the organic 

matter in the soil is very low and its decomposition 

does not contribute much towards mooting nitrogen 

needs of crops in most of the soils.      The main 

source of organic matter in India is dung from 

the animal and the compost prepared from urban 

and rural waste.      Farmyard manure hnd been used 

by Indian farmers for centuries.      In fact in most 

relatively backward areas farmyard manure is the 

only cource of manure for plants«      The availability 

of dung is dopondent upon the number of livestock 

and the amount of dung voided   by the animal. 

Accor^in^ to the livestock census of 1972 

the total number of livestock in India was over 

353 million as shown in table 10. 

37.        There are some statistic« available relating 

to total availability of dung ir the country.     Dung 

production per animal (include youngs tock) varied 

from 2.6 K> in Korala and Karnataka to 7.0 Kg. 

por animal per day in Punjab.      Tills does not 

include however, duns voided by the animal while 

grazing.     According   to another estimate the dung 

voided by an adult animal should be taken as 

10 Ks. a day and younc stock as 1/3 of the above. 

For sheep   it is considered still smaller.     It it 

J 
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estimated that the total output of cow dung is of 

the order of 7,78 million tons worked out as shown in 

table 11.    In addition the dropping of poultry birds 

is estimated around 5»U- million tonnes  (for about 

150 million birds) a year.      About 20 per cent of 

the dwui,  it is  estimated, is used by poor people 

as fuel.      Thus  the net availability of dung for 

agricultural purpose is 63O million tonnes a year. 

Urine of the animal is anothar form of manure 

The estimato is  that the availability of this 

would be around 100 million tonnes a year. 

FAHM VASTER 

38.       Unlike many other countries of the world 

the straw of the agricultural crops is used in 

India as animal feed.      The waste is not likely 

to be moro than 1 Kg. per animal per day.      On 

this basis the    total waste available for composting 

will be about 85 million tonnes.      The total poten» 

ti al of the nutrient   fron these different sourees 

is estimate í as around h.B million tonnes as 

shown in Table 12.     All of these are not available. 

Available nutrients will be as shown in table 13. 

J 

.^fe 
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SKOkuMi 

39»        Green manure has been used as a source 

of nitrogen in India for several decades.      The 

studies conducted in various parts of Haryana 

and Punjab show that the amount of nitrogen added 

by -roen manure crops may be of the order of 

100 Kg. per hectare for wheat and 80 Kg. por 

hectare for rice.      There are however,  difficul- 

ties in adopting creen manures on large scale. 

Main constraints is the availability of adequate 

water. 

M3.        There are no data available with regard 

to area covered under groen manure.      Hence it is 

not possible to make a fair estimate on tho 

likely contribution of this source towards 

manure requirements in India. 

j 
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RQLE FERTILISES IN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOIMEWT 

^l» Though agriculture occupies an important 

place in the Indian economy, crucial factors like 

fertiliser which play an important role in the 

agricultural r>roduction did not get due importance 

till early sixties.    The production of fertilisers in 

India started with the establishment of a small 

single  super phosphate unit at Ranipet in Tamil Nadu 

by EID parry in 1906.    The production of Nitrogenous 

fertilisers started as a by-product in the Tata Iron 

and Steel Company at Jamshedpur (Bihar) in 1933. 

Medium Scale production of ammonium sulphate started 

at Fertilisers and Chemicals Travancore,  (FACT) Alwaye 

In 19^7 using wood charcoal as a raw material for the 

production of amnonia. 

*•!# The low importance attached to the fertiliser 

use in pre-independence India was responsible for the 

slow progress made by the industry during the initial 

years.    Far more emnhasis on agricultural production 

was given after the second world war when acute shortage 

of foodgrains was experienced.    Measures to increase 

agricultural production were taken and setting up of 

the fertiliser plant at Sindri in 1951 to produce 

320,060 tes of Ammonium Sulphate, 87,000 tes of ammoniuB 

sulphate nitrate and 18,000 tonnes Urea was a step 

towards this direction. 
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mw «furcig* or câfAcm 
W3. The vital role which   fertilisers could play 

in helping the country to achieve self-sufficiency in 

food was realised in the early sixties.    This 

realisation was translated into action when number of 

projects were sanctioned.    As many as 8 medium/ 

major fertiliser units were commissioned between 

1966-70.    The details regarding their location 

capacity, product pattern are given in Table 1*f, 

TABLE 11» 

Ca Dae It' 
I  thousands 

v|  of tonne« Name of Uhit |Location jPrcduct      J HkUnr%TlKfT71ïiSIM 
1. Neyveli Lignite Neyveli 

Corporation 
Urea 70.0 I5O.O 

2, FCI Gorakhpur Gorakhpur Urea 80.0 17W.C 

3. FCI Namrup Namrup Ammonium 
Sulphate 20.6 100.0 
Urea 25.3 55.0 

if. IH Kanpur Kan pur Urea 200.0 V50.0 
Ç. GSFC B«roda Baroda Urea 

DAP 
167.»f 
73^* 
30.5 

36»f.O 
108.0 
1U8.0 

6« I3D Parry Umore AS 
APS 

8.0 
18.5* 

38.6 
51.5 

7* Coromandel 
Fertiliser Ltd 

Vishakha- 
patnara 

Urea 
Complex 
F-îrtiliser 
(28:28tO) 

7.3 

1V6.0* 

16.5 

260.0 

8.  Srira» Chemical Kota Urea 111.0 2WO.O 

•   lhcludes N j.nd P205. 
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Mf. Ih course of time, largi capacities of two 

primary nutrients viz. N and P205 have been developed 

in the country.    The present capacity of nitrogenous 

fertilisers including both from straight and complex 

materials is atout 3.28 million tonnes.    Of P20Ç, the 

capacity so far developed  is about 1.27 million 

tonnes.    Table  15 gives growth of installed capacity 

of N and F205 dur imp the past 3 decades. 

TABLE' 1 * 

GROWTH IN IN STALLED €APACITY OF N 
AND P205  IN  INDIA 

Ahou»y>di tonnit of nutrient» 

Year Nitrogen 

»»adi t Ï2&5 

1951T 52 85.0 63-5 
1956,57 89.0 63.5 
1961-62 21+2.0 116,5 
1966-67 5W.0 237.»* 

1971-72 1,Wt.O 50O.O 

1976-77 3,068.8 1,01*2.5 

1977-78 3,276.0 1,273.6 - 

**5. Majority of nitrogenous fertiliser units nan 

in operation utilise Naphtha for producing hydrogen. 

Natural gas is the next important feed stock.    The 

units using natural gas at feed stock Inolude s one 
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of the large capacity plants like G.S.F.C. Baroda, 

I.C.I. NamrUT), and IFPCO Kalol.    About 70 per cent 

of the existing nitropen capacity is Naphtha based 

and 17 per cent on natural gas.   Break up of the 

existing capacity according to feed stock is given 

in Table 16. 

TABLE 16 

Capacity of Nitrogen according to feed 
stock as on 1.10.1077 

capacity        jCapacity at 

Naphtha 21^0 69.8 

Natural Gas 513 16.7 

Coke/Coke Oven gas 19^ 6.3 

Hectrie Power 80 2.6 

Lignite 70 2.3 

In ported Ammonia 72 2.3 

Total 3069 1OO.0 

V6. The future tiroduct pattern is not likely 

to be so much naphtha dominated.    The general 

shortage of naphtha all over the world and difficult 

power situation within the country has lead to the 

use of alternative feed stock like fuel    oil and coal. 

The future product pattern according to feed stock 

after the projects under various stages of construct!«»/ 
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consideration are commissioned will be aa In 

Table 17. 

HBUUL2 
CAPACITY OF NITRCGEN PROJECTED ACCORDINO 

Feed Stock                Capacity 
thousand« of torn»« 

Capacity-aa 

Naphtha 25W9 33.2 
Natural Gas 20V5 26.6 

KLectric power 80 1.0 

Coke/Coke oven gas 19^ 2.6 

Lignite 70 0.9 

Imported Ammonia 152 2.0 

Coal 66% 8.9 
Fuel Oil 1901 2M 
Total 7675 100.0 

1*7• The existing and projected product pattern of N 

according to feed stock is diagramaticnlly depicted at 

charts 1 and 2. 

QAFACITY mútáúé 
kB m A perusal of the production statistics of I 

and P205 (Table 18) in the context of oorrespondini 

capacities would indicate that the utilisation of 

capacity in India has been rather low.    It is more so 

in the case of P205.    The reasons for low utilisation of 

capacities are varied.   Again, the probleis in higher 

utilisation of capacity are different fro« product to 

J 

.«^Sta 
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product.    However, the aingle Important factor 

responsible for over all low utilisation of capacity can 

be found in inadequate sunply of power and power 

fluctuations. 

^9. Frequent power interruptions hampered the 

production greatly of products like CAN produced at 

FCI's Nangpl unit where the hydrolysis of water provides 

hydrogen for manufacture of ammonia.    Power dips also 

resulted in frequent shut down of the plants leading 

to loss of production for several hours in various 

factories. 

50. Inadequacy of demand did not affect the 

production of fertilisers In India except In scat 

iporadio    cases for products like single super phosphate 

and triple super phosphite at certain points of time 

only when the farmers made a choice for other products 

like D.A.P. in preference to these.    Other Important 

factors which led to low utilisation of capacity In the 

past were t 

i) Inadequacy of feed stock/raw material. 

U) Difficulties in procuring Imported spare 
Parts and their not being of to U ii» 
maîk quality. 

ili) Labour problems 
IT) Pollution 

51« Concerted efforts »ere Bast« in the past and 

are even now continued to overoome these difficulties, 

Major steps taken in this direction exe t 

.> 
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i) Installation of captive power plant« In 
the factories, 

ii) Systematic replacement and repairs of 
aging equipment. 

iii) Debottlenecking of plants. 

FRQSPBCTS 

52. The Government and industry both are very 

keen that the production is steered up ao as to 

attain reasonable level of utilisation of the 

installed capacity.    The problem of availability "of 

suitable feedstock may not be as acute as it was 

envisaged in the recent past, consequent on the 

discovery of oil deposits in Bombay high and in the 

off-shore areas of Kutch.    Some of the new mita are 

expected to get natural gas or Naphtha from these 

reserves.    The projects which are on hand and various 

stages of implementation are listed in Table 19. 

mm 19 
mOJBCTS UNDER VARIOUS STAGES 

rt. 

Name of the" 
frg,1ffit I ^UBVUBBHMUEJL rzEE 

1 Likely da«« of- 
rnmlaaiaalng 

Haldia 152.O 

Ramagundam 228.0 

Slndri (Modem) 129.0 

Talcher 228.0 

Ttorafoay 7 13O.O 

75,0        January'79 

April'79 

October* f$ 

April'79 

July «80 
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ONVFÇ 273.0 - April*80 

IFFCO, Phulpur 228.0 - June'79 

Bh at Inda 235.0 m October'78 

Pan i pat 235.0 - December'78 

Hindustan Zinc, 
Debar i( Phosphoric 
acid) - 26.0 February*^ 

Sub-Tot al 1038.0 101.0 

226.0 — Korba ITÖJ-Ö* 

Paradeep 3*5,0 300.0 198H-B5 

Nainrup III 152,0 r 1982-83 

tiran (2 plants) M «0X2 •i 1982-83 

North <f Bombay 3*5.0 - 1983.8>f 

IFFCO, Ahmed abad 3*5.0 . 1982.83 

MCFC, Tarapore 51.0 - July'78 

NagarJun Fertili- 
sera Ltd.Kahlnda 228.0 82.0 1982*83 

SCI, Kota 4 
(New Plant) 152.0 - 1963-8* 

Kamataka State 
Industrial Develop- 
nent Corporation - 150.0 198O-8I 

Sub» Total 2536.0 532.0 

Total V37V.0 633*0 
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53« Also adequate technological capabilities for 

putting up fertiliser plants have been generated within 

fi e country.     Similarly some progress has been made in 

the case of equipment.     It is, therefore, expected 

thnt In future the problems with regard to designing, 

erection and equipment will not be as acute as they 

have been in  the past.    On this basis it is expected 

that all the  projects which have been approved and 

now under implementation will go in production by 

1983.83. 

moro rmm 
^U-. As mentioned earlier, production of fertilisers 

in  India started with low analysis products like 

Single super phosphate  (16 per cent P20?) and AS/CAN 

(20.6 to 20.5 percent N).    By mid 1960s the fanaers 

started appreciating the effectiveness of high 

analysis products like Urea and DAP which were 

fwpliable at    elatively low cost on nutrient basil«    The 

production of high analysis products assumed importance 

in the interest of national economy as well.    The 

enphasis thus gradually started shifting to the 

production of high analysis and multi-nutrient 

fertilisers.    The projects which were approved and 

commissioned from 1965 onwards included by and large 

such high analysis fertiliser materials.    The products 

pattern so developed by the year 1977-78 is depleted 

in charts 3 and if and relevant details are given in 

Table 20. 
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IAEi£_2û 
PRODUCT PATTERN CF NITROGENOUS FTOTILISKRS 
(EXPRESSED AS PBRCENTAOE <F T05AL PRODUCTION 

Name of the Product Production Ci) 

Amnoniuir Sulphate 5.7 
UTGP 70.7 
CAÎÏ 6A 

Ammonium Chloride 0.2 

Comdex Fertilisera 

Urea Ammonium Phosphate h.k 

Nitro Phosphate 1.8 

Dl-ammonium Phosphate 1.5 

Ammonium Phosphate Sulphate a 
Others  (NP/NPK) 7.9 
Total 100.0 

IRQDUCT PéTT^ Of ffl9SPHATTC FERTILISERS 

Mtme of the fertiliser Production in 1977-78 
4as percentage of total- 

Single Superphosphate 23.6 

Triple super phosnhnte 0.5 

COMPLEX 

Urea Ammonia Phosphate 1W.0 

Di-ainmonium Phosrhato 11.3 

J 

- »- 
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(17I17M7) 10,5 

(12132116) 11.8 

Nitro Riosphate 5.3 
Ammonium Photr*hflte Sulphate M 
Others 18,1 

Total 100.1 

5$.       The nbo/o trend of production where emphasis 

it on the high analysis multi-nutrients product* 

will continue  in future as well.    The major 

products in future will, therefore, be Urea as far 

as straight nitrogenous fertilisers are concerned, 

TSP for straight phosphatic fertilisers and high 

analysis complex fertilisers of different grades. 

j 
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HANDLING AND DISTRIBUTION 

56.    » Fertilisers are the kind of corranodity which 

undergo multiple handlings before they are ultimately 

applied to the soil.    An appreciation of the extent 

and the ehsin of handlings can be had from the 

following flow chart i 

[pRODU^C E_RJ 

! n^QApKDT 

TRANSHIPMENT 
POINT, UNLOADED 

UNLOADED AT 
DEALERS POINT 

AND    STORAGE \zl 
I 

LOADED. TO DEALERS 
UNLOADING ft 

STORAGE 

LOADED,    BY ROAD TRANSPORT 

RETAILER POINT] 

UNLOADING, STORAGE? 

vi 
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57.       It may be seen from the above chart that the 

handling takes pince at vafious stages and actual 

number varies from three to seven depending upon the 

mode of transport, extent of transhipment etc.    In 

the case of primary movement by road which is generally 

a short haul (upto 3OO Kms) the material is handled 

at the production centre, wholesale point, retail point 

and at the consumers level, sometimes the handling 

at the stpge is avoided when the material i» taken 

directly to retail centre on its way to wholesalers' 

god.own without physical handling at the wholesale level. 

56»       Ch the other hand, when the material is transported 

by rail with one or two transhipment points the number 

of hsndltaff Increases. 

50.      Bfmry handling leaves an adrarse «fftot on the 

product.    The handling particularly at transhipment 

points In movement of fertilisers by rail, where the 

porters make use of hooks contrary to the Instructions, 

sometimes lead to significant loiaea.    The holes left 

open by use of hooks allow moisture to enter Into 

the bags sud reduce the material to hard-lumps.    It 

also results In loss due to leakage through these holes. 

So far the overall scarcity candi tien s In the marketing 

of fertilisers did not affect the sales but very soon 

when the country vili he self-sufficient In fertilisers 

those problems will pose difficulties In marketing. 
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60. Almost entire handling of fertilisers in the 

country is in the bagged form.    3h the case of 

indigenous material the fertilisers are bagged in 

appropriate bagging (depending upon the contents). 

For nitrogenous and complex fertilisers mostly the bagging 

is in LIRE laminated jute bags with polythene lining. 

LDPE laminating materials are generally of   100 gauge 

and the bonding material is bitumen.    The weight of 

these bags is ebout h$0 gms.    Straight phosphatic 

fertiliser (Single Super Phosphate) is bagged in HDPB 

woven bags which is acid resistant, high tensile, 

strong and light in weight.    The imported material 

which sometimes comes in bulk form is suitably bagged 

at the port itself and the handling of the    material 

as soon a» it leaves the port is again in the bagged 

form.    So the problema relating to bulk handling are 

non-existent as far as movement within the country 

is concerned. 

PAGKIÑ0 3IZB 

61. The usual sise of packing is 50 kg.    Certain 

low analysis fertilisers Hin ammonium sulphate aid 

single sucer phosphate are pacted also in 100 kg. baga. 

The 50 kg. size Is considered to be most suitable both 

from the point of view of handling and marketing, 

fcoposals with regard to smaller packaging were 

examined in the past but generally they were not 
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found to be feasible mainly because of the extra costs 

involved »    For farmers with very small holdings, 

high analysis fertilisers like Urea and DAP bagged lu 

smaller packings  (25-  30 Kg.)    may be definitely 

advantageous but would be more costly.    As  such the 

existing practice of 50 kg. packing is contidered 

to be an optimum one. 

RE-BAGGING 

62.        The extent of re-bagging in overall fertiliser 

distribution is very insignificant.    However, this has 

to be done to some extent in the case of imported ferti- 

lisers which are particularly slow moving type or whose 

consumption is highly seasonal.    In such cases when the 

material remains un-sold for longer period, rebagging 

bocones necessary as these bags get corroded because of 

chemical reaction.    Adeauatc provision is made by 

manufacturers/marketeers for necessary rebagging. 

Generally, in the case of rebapging the stitching of the 

bag is done by hand.    Sometimes portable stitching 

machines are also used in the case of re-bagging of 

fertilisers. 

TRANSPORTATION 

63»        fa India all the three modes of transportation vi«, 

rail, road and water are used for the movement of fertile 

•ers.    Bulk of the movement (about 76 per cent) is 

presently done by rail.    The movement by water is United 
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to coastal arena and there Is hardly any Inland water 

transport of fertilisers in the country.    The rest of the 

movement is by road.    Movement by rail is popular on 

account of its relatively low cost.    Table 21 gives 

comparative freight for Urea by rail and road I 

T/.BLE 31 

FREIGHT FCR    TTRM 

fiiatance  (km.) Road 

50 2»f.50 12,20 
100 32.WO 18.10 

150 36 AO 22,30 
200 M.60 26.50 
3OO V5.5O 3^.70 
5OC - I49.9O 
700 • 69*60 

1000 - 91.50 
1500 - 12M0 
2000 - 153.3» 
25OO - 172.20  

(k.       Movement of fertiliser by road Is practised in 

the case of short-haul where the higher cost is offiat 

to SOM extent by way of reduced handling expenses. 

J 
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65»        Several measures have been undertaken over the 

past few years to optimise movement by rail with 

the existing rail transport capability.    The two very 

important steps in this direction are rationalisation 

of rail movement and one Directional Block rake 

movement.    At present the rail movement i* coordinated 

and rationalised with the  joint efforts of the 

Ministry of Railways, Ministry of Agriculture and the 

Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilisers.    Efforts are 

made to avoid criss-cross movement of fertilisers and 

suitable movement plan is arrived at the high level 

meetings In which the officials of the above mentioned 

Ministries and representatives of the manufacturers 

participate.    For this purpose quarterly meetings 

are oonvened by the Ministry of Agriculture in the 

month of March, June, September and December every year. 

The Fertiliser Association of India plays an active 

role as coordinating agency between industry «id 

the Government Departments. 

HâRBHOUSINC 

66.       The warehousing of fertilisera is warranted far 

two reasons t 

i) Seasonality in the consumption of 
fertilisers. 

ii) To make the material available at the 
right place and tine up to remotest area«. 
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67*       While the seasonality In demoró can be taken 

care of by way of creating storage facilities at the 

factory site, the other objective is achieved only 

by storing the fertilisers in field godowns at 

apnropriate locations.    At present two organised 

agencies viz. Central Warehousing CorporatiàSyand 

3tate Warehousing Corporations are playing a major 

role in providing field storage to the fertiliser 

manufacturers.    3h addition, the private godowns are also 

GVailable which the manufacturers hire for storing 

their product.    Sometimes manufacturers construct 

their own buffer godowns  at strategic locations. 

These buffer godowns ai« of large eapacity-and 

feed the other smaller field godowns.    Cortain 

details about the capacity of C.W.C, warehouses are 

available.    These aro given in Table 22. * 
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TABLE 22 

ET CAPACITY.  3I2E A3  CU ^1.^1078 

Capacity 
IXain«) Number of 

wrehoin«« 

less than 500 

500-1000 
IOOO-2500 
2500-5000 
5000-10000 

10000-20000 
2OOOO-3OOOO 
30000-lfOOOO 
ifOOOO-50000 
50OOO-4 above 

3 
Ak 
30 

5* 
13 
19 
12 

5 
6 

Source 1 Central Warehousing Corporation. 

68.        The    exact location of buffer points is sfl 

exercise in logistics of fertiliser distribution and 

can only be determined after a serious consideration 

of both financial and operational factors.    Individual 

manufacturers dstermlne the locations after carrying 

out such exercise.    The basio consideration in choosing 

a location for buffer godowns is the marketing strategy 

of the individual manufacturer.    Generally, factors like 

lesd tine from the factory to areas of consumption 

availability of transport at short notice, 

availability of suitable god own space at reasonable 

rent, nearness to consuming areas, spread of dealership 
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network etc. are considered. 

69. Routing of material through god ovni addi two 

tyros of costa i 

- Handling including gcdown rent 

- Inventory. 

70. An Indication of the coats involved in sales 

through field god owns is given in Table 23. 

MP 2^ 
ADDITICBAL COST <K ACCÖÖKT <F   SALES 

THROUQH oqpoywa 

Filleul«»« 
II i Aging 

Transportption charges from 
rail-he ad to warehouses 12 

Handling charges 5 

Storage charges for three 
months o 

Storage lossos (approximately) 2 

Inventory 22 

Total 50 

71»       The efforts of the manufacturers are to match 

the cost with the desired benefit« which «ocru» fron the 

•torage of fertilisers to field godowns.      Sometimes 

part of the additional cost is charged from the 

distributors. 

•.} 
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CHART I 

PIC-CHART SHOWING THE CAPACITY OF 
NITROGEN ACCORDING TO FEED STOCK 
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CHâRT II 

Pi E-CHART SHOWING THE CAPACITY OF 
NITROGEN ACCORDING TO FEED STOCK 
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CHÄRT III 

»•>«*» 

PtOOUCT PATTERN OF NITROGENOUS 
FERTILISERS 
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CHART IV 

PRODUCT 1OTTCTN Or  PHOSPHATIC 
FERTILISERS 
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